School Bus project, the children of Casa PAS need you to restore our school bus.

Patronato de Apoyo Social, A.C., Casa PAS, let’s take care of 30 children, who remain at home from Monday to Friday, we provides comprehensive education, medical care and balanced feeding, also, families receive courses that give them different tools for rising their children and improvement in parents education.

Casa PAS also helps their parents to understand the importance of education and how to guide and accompany their children. We also offer free safety transportation to school and back to the Casa PAS every day. Our children attend to two different schools it depends on the grade and age. Weekly children participate in recreational activities away from home to ensure their education. All this activities give sustainability and eliminate any obstacles in their education.

Joyfully we have received a VW Bus 2013, in which we have made minor mechanical repairs with your donations we received in the March Campaign. We have also painted the bus and we are waiting to receive permission plates to circulate. The bus still needs to upholster the 38 seats, buy we receive 18 seat belt as donation, so we need install 20 seat belts more as well as a new carpet for the floor. It would be the last step to have a new school bus ready.

We are about to accomplished the goal of having a new school bus adding stories to our children’s life.

We need your help to fulfill the dream of having the bus ready to travel safe to school while promoting road safety and education. We are sure that citizen’s education can improve the way we live in big cities like México City.

Together we can change the life of these children belting on education with the satisfaction of making a difference in their lives and their families.